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Comprehensive Plan Report 

Filter: Spotlight Indicators Only.  

A detailed report showing activity of the school team’s work on the improvement plan including assessments, plans, 

tasks, monitoring, and implementation for selected time periods. 

9/22/2016 

Lovettsville ES NCES -  na  

Loudoun County Public Schools 

Virginia Indistar (Continuous Improvement) Key Indicators are shown in RED. 

School Leadership and Decision Making 

Focusing the principal’s role on building leadership capacity, achieving learning goals, and improving 

instruction 

Indicator IE06 - The principal keeps a focus on instructional improvement and student learning 
outcomes.(57) 

Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 09/02/2015 

 Index: 9 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score) 

 Priority Score: 3 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest) 

 Opportunity Score: 3 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 
current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 

changes in current policy and budget conditions) 

 Describe current level of 

development: 

Lovettsville Elementary walkthrough data from 2015-2016 

indicated areas that are considered for growth.  There are 3 main 

areas where the benefit of professional development for the staff can 

be felt.  First, clearly articulating the “Essential question” before and 

during lessons is a need for growth at this time.  These questions are 

only being articulated 14.3% of the time.   Professional development 

on this topic is critical for teacher understanding of the importance of 

focusing students for the direction of the lesson and overall topic.  

Secondly, the use of “Co-teaching” in the classroom is also identified as 

an area of need at this time.  At 30.2%, there is evidence of co-

teaching being implemented, but at that rate, it is far below what is 

expected for the success of our students. This is also an area of 

expected professional development over the course of the year.  The 

third area where professional development would benefit teachers in 

their implementation of lessons, would be in the use of “Blooms 

Taxonomy”.  Though this is considered an overall strength, based on 

the fact that it is being used during the lessons in the classroom, there 

are specific areas of growth identified as areas to help students 

develop their higher level thinking skills.  Though it is encouraging that 

a relatively small percentage of teachers, 9.5%, are using questions at 

the remembering level, 77.8% of all teachers (42.9% at 

understanding and 34.9% at applying) are still staying in these 

lower to mid-levels.  The real area for professional growth is guiding 

teachers to use the higher level thinking skills in the model.  Currently, 

only 4.8% use activities and questioning that helps students develop 

their analyzing skills, 3.2% use evaluating activities and questions, 

and 4.8% are at the highest level of Blooms, using creating activities 

and questions to help develop students’ higher level thinking skills.  

Helping teachers develop these skills through professional development 

will benefit all students. 
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In order to ensure consistency across each grade level, all 

grade level teams will be planning together through common planning.  

Staff will be utilizing a common planning tool, Planbook.com, to input 

lessons and make them consistent across all grade levels.  The plans 

are to include good teaching practices that exhibit a level of detail that 

shows professionalism and complete planning.  The components all 

teachers are expected to include in their lessons are the lesson 

objective, essential question, related SOL standards, 

process/differentiation, and assessment.  Administration will meet 

with the grade level professional learning teams on a biweekly basis to 

monitor data in order to differentiate instruction and provide 

intervention to meet the needs of all students. Students will be tiered 

so that interventions can be provided to students below grade level 

and activities can be used to extend learning for those above grade 

level.  Teachers will also be expected to note the One to the World 

element that is being focused on for the lesson, when applicable, as 

discussed during our August staff professional development.  

A One to the World strength is that all teachers are familiar 

with the elements of a One to the World project and they implemented 

two projects last year. The growth opportunity that we will be focusing 

on this year is the development of the authentic problem as it relates 

to the overall project. In the past, we discovered that some teachers 

gave the problem to the students, but this year the focus is on having 

students develop a meaningful, authentic problem themselves. Many of 

our staff members have been PBL trained for the One to the World 

initiative. In addition, we had three grade levels represented at 

Loudoun Creates training. 

The principal and assistant principal are responsible for 

observing and providing feedback on lesson delivery.  Continuous 

monitoring occurs through formal evaluation, walkthrough observation, 

and informal meetings with teachers and time in the classroom.  

Feedback is given to teachers and staff following formal observations 

and in cases where improvement is noted if seen during informal 

observation. In the case with new teachers, district level personnel will 

come to observe and provide feedback to staff that is in addition to 

school level evaluations done by school level administration. 

 

Plan Assigned to: Dennis Racke 

 How it will look when fully 

met: 

The leadership team aligns professional development to the needs of 

staff for One to the World (OTTW), Project Based Learning (PBL), 
Loudoun Creates, and Bring Your Own Technology (BYOT) determined 

by review of lesson plans, walkthrough observations, and assessment 

data. 
 

The leadership team provides ongoing explicit feedback and support to 
teachers on lesson planning and the development of OTTW, PBL, 

Loudoun Creates, and BYOT. 
 

The leadership team provides ongoing explicit feedback and support to 

teachers on the implementation of OTTW, PBL, Loudoun Creates, and 
BYOT based on observation and walkthrough data. 

 
The leadership team supports the Collaborative Learning Teams (CLT) 

and the use of data to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional 

delivery to meet the needs of all students for OTTW, PBL, Loudoun 
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Creates, and BYOT. 

 
 

 

 

 Target Date: 06/09/2017 

 Tasks: 

 1. The school leadership team will facilitate differentiated professional development. 

 Assigned to: School Leadership Team 

 Added date: 09/09/2016 

 Target Completion Date: 06/09/2017 

 Comments: 9/15/16- In August, the administration and school leadership team 

provided professional development in the following areas: Child Study 
Procedures, OttW, Framing the Lesson/Essential Questions, Mission 

and Vision, PBL, Dreambox, Staff Websites and SIP/Data. In addition, 

we formed our yearlong committees, met with individual grade levels, 
including the special education team, planned the PBIS initiatives for 

the year, reviewed Gradebook procedures on Phoenix and completed 
county mandated epi-pen and bloodborne pathogen trainings. 

 2. School leadership will provide ongoing explicit feedback and support to teachers on lesson 

planning. 

 Assigned to: Administration team 

 Added date: 09/09/2016 

 Target Completion Date: 06/09/2017 

 Comments: 9/15/16- All staff will be utilizing Planbook.com this year. These plans 

will include these 5 elements: the essential question, standards of 

learning tied to the lesson, lesson objective, the process and 
differentiation being used and the assessment that will monitor 

progress for the lesson. Walkthroughs will be conducted to determine 
the areas that are common and we can celebrate, and the areas where 

we can improve. They will also be used to monitor the initiatives that 

were presented during our professional development. 

 3. School leadership will observe lesson delivery and provide ongoing explicit feedback and support 
to teachers. 

 Assigned to: Administration team 

 Added date: 09/09/2016 

 Target Completion Date: 06/09/2017 

 Comments: 9/15/16- Through the use of planbook.com and walkthroughs, 
observations will be made on the delivery of instruction. Ongoing 

explicit feedback will be given to support teachers. The administration 

will meet with each teacher to set goals. Administration will follow up 
with each teacher at least 2 more times during the year to monitor the 

progress that teachers are making toward their goals. 

 4. School leadership will monitor the work of CLTs in analyzing data to differentiate instruction for all 
students. 

 Assigned to: Administration team 

 Added date: 09/09/2016 

 Target Completion Date: 06/09/2017 
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 Comments: 9/15/16- The administration will continue to meet with each grade 

level Professional Learning Team on a biweekly basis. During this time, 
student performance data will be analyzed and used to differentiate 

instruction and provide interventions to students as needed. 

Indicator TA01 - REQUIRED - The school uses an identification process (including ongoing 

conversations with instructional leadership teams and data points to be used) for all 
students at risk of failing or in need of targeted interventions. (2931) 

Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 10/23/2013 

 Index: 6 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score) 

 Priority Score: 3 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest) 

 Opportunity Score: 2 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 
current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 

changes in current policy and budget conditions) 

 Describe current level of 

development: 

We use a variety of data points to identify students who are above or 

below grade level.  We use AIMSweb, SGA, PALS, DRA, benchmarks, 

running records and grade level assessments.   

Areas of strength for our subgroups include students with disabilities 

meeting AMO in Reading and Math. This subgroup gained 19 

percentage points in English performance over the previous year and 5 

percentage points in Math. Overall, Gap Groups 2 and 3 increased from 

the previous year in English and Math.  

Areas of growth for both Math and English performance include Gap 

Group 1, economically disadvantaged, limited English proficient, 

students with disabilities and Gap Group 3. Though some of these 

groups are too small for the current year, they did not meet the overall 

AMO over a three year average.  

 

Plan Assigned to: Ashley Barkley 

 How it will look when fully 

met: 

When this objective is fully met, Lovettsville ES will have 

documentation to demonstrate that Fall, Winter, and Spring universal 

screenings were given to identify students in need of intervention.  
Lovettsville ES will also have documentation to show that monthly CLT 

meetings and quarterly grade level data meetings were held to identify 
and monitor all students who are at risk of failing or in need of 

targeted interventions.   Information from a variety of sources (SOL, 

DRA, PALS, quarterly assessments, iReady, classroom performance, 
and AimsWeb data) will be reviewed along with the discussions during 

the monthly and quarterly meetings. 

   

  

 17. Staff will identify students for academic and behavioral supports utilizing multiple data points. 

 Assigned to: All Staff 

 Added date: 09/10/2016 

 Target Completion Date: 06/09/2017 

 Comments:  

Indicator TA02 - REQUIRED - The school uses a tiered, differentiated intervention process to 

assign research-based interventions aligned with the individual needs of identified 

students (the process includes a description of how interventions are selected and 
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assigned to students as well as the frequency and duration of interventions for Tier 2 

and Tier 3 students).    (2932) 

Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 10/23/2013 

 Index: 6 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score) 

 Priority Score: 3 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest) 

 Opportunity Score: 2 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions) 

 Describe current level of 
development: 

The types of interventions and enrichments that will be used include 

small group instruction, differentiation, scaffolding, AIMSweb 

assessments and probes, additional math interventions (i.e. Dreambox) 

and co-teaching. Each classroom teacher will provide interventions and 

enrichment for their own students, plus an additional hour per week of 

intervention and enrichment across the entire grade level. This will 

occur throughout the entire school year. Re-tiering and grouping may 

occur as needed. Additional support will be provided by reading 

specialists, special education teachers, the ELL teacher, and may 

include other specialists like the PE, Art and Music teachers.  

 

Plan Assigned to: Dennis Racke 

 How it will look when fully 

met: 

Students are identified and placed in the following interventions based 

on AIMSWEB Universal Screening, DRA reading level, Interactive 
Achievement (IA) assessments, PALS benchmark scores, ELL level, IEP 

PLOP, formative kindergarten screenings, iReady computer screening 
data, running records, and anecdotal notes. 

 
READING: 

Tier I - Classroom Instruction 

Tier II - Responsive Instruction Intervention Groups, PALs remediation,  
Tier III - Reading specialists and resource teachers 

MATH: 
Tier I - Classroom Instruction 

Tier II - Grade 3-5 - Intervention during designated RI time and small 

groups during classroom instruction 
Tier III - Resource teachers  

 

 Target Date: 06/17/2016 

 17. Staff will provide academic and behavioral supports for identified students. 

 Assigned to: All Staff 

 Added date: 09/10/2016 

Implement Target Completion Date: 06/09/2017 

Indicator TA03 - REQUIRED - The school uses a monitoring process (including a multidisciplinary 

team that meets regularly to review student intervention outcome data and identifies 

“triggers” and next steps for unsuccessful interventions) for targeted intervention 
students to ensure fidelity and effectiveness.  (2933) 

 

Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 12/04/2013 

  Objective Met - 08/31/2015  

   

 Index: 6 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score) 

 Priority Score: 3 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest) 
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 Opportunity Score: 2 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions) 

 Describe current level of 
development: 

We will be meeting in PLTs every other week to monitor progress in 

reading and math and then on a quarterly basis to determine if 

students need to be moved between tiers.  

 

Plan Assigned to: Ashley Barkley 

 How it will look when fully 

met: 

School staff members will work collaboratively to collect data on a 

weekly basis and then meet two times a quarter to discuss the data 
and the interventions currently in place to ensure that all targeted 

intervention students are provided the specific, timely instruction 
needed to meet state standards. Team members included in quarterly 

grade level data meetings are grade level teachers, specialists, 

administrators and our educational diagnostician.  The team will track 
student progress across the grade level and monitor the effectiveness 

of the intervention in place, and determine if an intervention needs to 
change. 

 Target Date: 06/17/2016 

 Tasks: 

 1. Staff will monitor the effectiveness of the academic and behavioral supports and adjust as 
needed. 

 Assigned to: All Staff 

 Added date: 09/10/2016 

 Target Completion Date: 06/09/2017 
 

  

 


